
Many, many thanks for responding to our Parent Questionnaire regarding the learning that took place during Lockdown.  It was overwhelmingly supportive and we are very happy with the positive comments that you sent as well as some great 
suggestions on how we could improve further if it were to happen again—although we all hope that it won’t!  We did have Edutech review our provision to see if there was anything further that we could do—they were unable to come up with 
anything we were not already doing, which was great news! 
 
Please find below areas that you found successful and then suggestions of where we could improve further.   

St Lawrence’s CE Primary 

Parent Questionnaire Feedback 

Caring Considerate, Courageous 

As I have loved you, so must you love one another.  (John 14:34-35) 

Question What worked well in their learning? What did not work well in their 
learning? 

Were you able to provide support for 
their learning? 

Should this happen again, what further 
help is needed? 

Were you happy with the amount of 
contact? 

The return 

Response It seems that you appreciated the variety of 
work and the materials that were posted.  
Many of you liked the topics and having 
contact with the class teacher.  This was a 
particular positive, especially the live 
registrations and phone calls from teachers 
which took place on a weekly basis—or more 
often when needed. 
Stories went down very well with most 
people. 

Most responses said that the amount of work 
was just right.  There were some who wanted 
more work, some who wanted less! It is tricky 
finding the right balance of amount so that 
children don’t feel overwhelmed.  We also 
have to consider how much feedback is 
possible with teachers teaching in school all 
day and responding to those working from 
home. 
Issues with Wifi caused some problems as 
well—we know that feeling! 
Towards the end, most people found it 
difficult to stay motivated. 
Some people wanted the work all at once on 
the day, others preferred it spaced out as it 
gave structure to the day. 

Again, this was a mixed response.  Some 
found it tricky, especially when your child 
found it difficult or didn’t want to do the 
work, others were more confident, especially 
when they had a routine. 
Most people used the help videos although 
would like more.  
Contact with the class teacher in the morning 
helped set the day off well as they were able 
to go through the day’s tasks and explain 
what the children needed to do. 

Most thought the support was excellent—
thank you! 
Sometimes the online calls didn’t work or 
were cancelled and some people would like 
more live lessons.  Someone suggested a 
fortnightly live session. 

Overwhelmingly yes—thank you. 
The voice feedback online was very much 
appreciated. 

Most parents were just happy that their 
children were back with friends and that 
activities we do in school supports 
reconnecting with them. 
There were suggestions of lessons specifically 
focused on Mental Health activities rather 
than just knowledge about it. 
You also mentioned more social activites as 
there had been little opportunity for these 
over the last year. 

Next Steps Continue with this  We will make expectations clearer in terms of 
the amount that is expected and plan for 
other challenges for those of you who would 
like a bit more.  The government expected all 
schools to provide 3—4 hours of work each 
day.  We know this was not always possible 
for families! 

Create more videos to help!  We are already 
in the process of doing this, but making them 
available all the time seems sensible so that 
parents are aware of the new methods that 
we teach the children. 
We will ensure that registrations happen 
again in the morning and in the afternoon. 

We will try not to cancel calls, although our 
internet went down a few times too! 
We will investigate live lessons.  We took the 
decision not to have too many live sessions as 
we were aware that secondary schools were 
doing these and if there was only one device 
in the house, this caused arguments.  Not all 
children came to the live sessions and 
registrations.  When had to consider the 
impact of doing live lessons, recorded lessons 
and teaching across multiple year groups in 
school—not easy!  However, the idea of 
doing certain live lessons will be considered. 

If this were to happen again, we would 
continue with the what we had in place. 

We will look into specific activities to  teach 
the children and try and make this part of the 
daily routine.   
As soon as we are able to, we will try and 
facilitate some more social gatherings—
we’ve missed these too!  It will be great when 
we can have parents in again and to provide 
the children with trips out and visitiors in. 

Overwhelmingly, you were happy with the amount of contact and the amount of activities we provided and some of you used the online videos and websites to help as well. 
 
Again, your efforts were greatly appreciated as well.  We know it was not easy but those children who were fully engaged with their learning have come back and are doing really well.  You will hear lots of talk about lost learning and catch up plans.  
Our aim is to make sure that the children are as happy and healthy as they can be, get used to the routines and structure of the day and do the best they can.  We will work with all the children, look at what they need to learn and deliver this in the 
best way for that child and from what we know works.  Sometimes this will be through whole class teaching, sometimes in small groups and sometimes on their own.  If you do have any concerns about your child, please just contact the class teacher 
for a chat and we will try and sort it out with you. 
 
Our thanks again, and let us all hope that this will not happen again!  However, if it does, we will be well prepared. 
 


